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INSTR UME T AL CALC L ATIO
AS
APPLI E D TO MODE R E GINE E RING.
(By F. ERNEST TOWE.)
introducing to your notice Inlltrumental Calculato
a ubject. \hough old. is to many quite a novelty-we do
not for a moment anticipate or de ire that anyone may
be too ready to eek the aid in the mo t important branch
of the Engineering Profe ion-Calculus. There are dangers. as ell as disadvantage • from the u of these aids
in unpract· d hands. and the lide Rule especially. become quite a failure if used aa a mere mechanical in..
strument. But hen the specialist tendency of modern
tim
hall have thoroughly permeated this branch of
science and produced pecial instrumenta for every requirement. these instruments may be used quite mechanically. in the nee that the operator mayor may not be acquainted with the formula involved in each.
Thu. there i a
lide Rule. d igned by
anga Ram. an Indian engineer. which embodiea
N

• formal. expreued .. u eqaalioD
2l:i
,8 t
:s W (q+i) + -T- a •

.
belDjf

til" for lb. _lea-

lation of the mean riatical thicb
of retaining walla;
yet. in u ing this rule. the operator need have no bowl
of the nature of the calculation. it merely requirea
that the data be read in the right place and the a.nnw
aought after certain
U-evident manipulation of the
inatrum nt.
Perha the earli t form of calculator WIll the be-
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eu , said to have been known to the early Egyptians,
consisting of rows of beads in a frame, and practised with,
could, no doubt, be made to serve in the addition of
many figures to great advantage.
H istorically the Slide Rule has been somewhat unfortunate from its a ociation with, and semi-eclip ed by,
the more widely-known, though Ie s wonderful sy tem ,
of Logarithms. It ha been hmted by the German manufacturers of the lide Rule, that it was probably known
to the ancient Chinese; but aron apier, of Murchison,
may well be given the meed of praise due to the inventor
of this benefaction. He it as who, realising the magnitude of the work in
ronomical calculations and th,
great 10 of time, even in checking the finished work,
with the instinct and impatience of true genius, mentally
anticipated that which only of recent years has been accomplished in the Arithmometer- the rapid, mechanical,
and unerring 8Olution of vast arithmetical problems.
But apier failed to realise his anticipations in this
respect; left us only hi. "bone .. to grace an old Scokh
oath ("by apier's bones") and to assist in the development of instrumental calculation.
apier's Bones are
not, as Sir Walter Scott assumes, his phy.ical bone., but
certain .ticks with figurea arranged thereon in a peculiar
manner, and ao-called from the fact of their being con.tructed 01 bone or ivory. ( ig. I.)
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t
ill be
en that the first of theBe
call d the "index rod," . is mark d with a series
of numbers dvancing by units, while the others,
headeq 6, 8, 9, are marked with the multiplication tables of the e numbers respectively, and their numr m y be increa ed to any extent.
To perform the
operation of multiplication the multiplier is ta.k n on the
index rod, say 8; then whatever multipli and is required
is obtained by ranging the other rods with the h ading
number constituting the multiplicand, then the product is
read opposite the multiplier, thus in the example, Fig. 1,
the prodnct of 689 X 8 iR found Oppo"il6 8 thos: 1811 4/ , II oJ. II 7'11
the 2 being unit, the and 4 tens, the 8, 6, and 1 car.l'ied, hundreds, the 4 and 1 arried, thou ands, giving
6612, the answer.
he method eems cumbrous, but, as,
with the bacus, practice would enable the operator to
work with peed and accuracy, the mind being Ie burdened and the po ibility of error very small. Though
the sticka ere the key to the olution of Napier
puule, he fell hort of accompliBhment, not from incompetency, but beoau he saw the po ibility of a Logarithmic ystem, the perfection of which henceforth became his
chief aim, and ith the as i tance of Brigg the Mathema.tician, the ystem wa advanced to the stage that now,
after more than two hundred and venty years, has Uflt
been improved upon, and i only of recent years being
superseded by mechanical calculator. The re ult of 4-h1S
combination of genius, and the once u ful purpose cf
the well-nigh forgotten bones, i. best known to thl)
who kno and appreciate the u of Logarithms.
It i worthy of remark that the lide Rule in its inception and ubeequent development has nearly been as o.!lated with some other practical result of true genius-thu8
Napier is credited with invention of the decimal pfJlnt
as well as Logarithm . ; and Edmund unter, who invented
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th.e e tor, the urveyor's :hain, and other mathematical
i!l trum nt , was the fir t to connect up the two links of
pier' g niu , and combine the practical, me hauu'nl
bone with the theoretical L garithms, the r suIt b~;ng
what i known as " unter's line of numbers," Ag:lin,
Watt, in hi av cation of rule mak r, led the way in t i,e
produ tion of fairly accurat rules, and in the appli'Jation of the e to ngineering work, though, necessarily,
it was not till the advent of Engine-divid d rules th>1.t
that d gree of accuracy wa reached as would ju tay their
eneral use .

Gunter's line of numbers ( ig . 2) is of importanl!'},
in much as it is the model afte.r which lide Rule generally are constructed, and because its characteristic featur i really the cause of much of its unpopularity when
verbal explanation is lacking.
ow, let us con ider two series of number, one in
lU'ithmetical progre ion and the other in geometrical pro ·
e ion, both ide repre enting equal parts of two lilll)3,
thWl:,---
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If any collection of units in the upper line be added to
any other number of the same units, the inorement gives
t e mechanical operation of addit.ion :- thus, if the ieJlgth
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of line from 0 to
be add d to that from 0 to ,1, the
total 1 ngth of line will
from 0 to 7 or J plus 4. But
although a imilar operation be perform d with the low r
line of number a far as I ngth of line is concerned, th
re ultant i the product of tw of the numbers repre ented :- thus, by adding the same lengths of line as before,
viz.- O to 3 plu 0 to 4 on the upper line, or 1 to 8
plu 1 to 16 on the lower line, the incr ment of line reults in multiplication, giving in this case the product
result 0 a toni hing that it
of by 16 quaIs 12 .
i really difficult to omprehend it po ibilit ; and conver cly divi iOD may be performed by ub traction. This
practical method of a igning 1 ngth of line to value give
" the be t po ible idea of the y tern of Logarithms, though
i't will be readily under tood that it i merely elemental.
If, in tead of taking the natural numbers in the above
order, we take them on ecutively- l 2 3, etc ., and a ign to each their logarithmic value to the ordinary bll'le,
we mu t then take a logarithmic unit of very small dimen ion, and mark the natural numbers off by :t, Ii,l:';
from 1 to 2 (Fig. 2) there are, though unperceivNI, 3111
of the e unit ; from 1 to 3 47 units, from 1 to 4- W-.
ana from 1 to 5 69 unit, and 0 on from 1 to the
&veral mark, including the con cutive number of units
in the re pective log.
ence, unter' line of number
i a line gradul;'ted with logarithmic units, but marked
only where the natural numbers occur in the progression,
and the mark being identified by the natural numbers
only, the practical rc ult being that, by the conjunction
of two uch line and by liding one against the other,
re ults in multiplication, dIVl ion, and proportion are intantly obtained.
gain, if the logarithmic units be
multiplied by the index 2 or doubled, the whole of the
clivi ion must be extended to twice the length,
is
the case with the
line (Fig. 2), the conjunction of
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t he 0
line . with the line D, giving proportion
()f quar es and square root, and all qu h ons involving
t hi proportion ar& i tantly solved · thWl, if with the
()rdinary slide rule the
.
i brought over 1, the
whole of the ar.ea.8 -M circles ar& foun d above th ir diam tel's, thus63·6 arell., &c.
9 11 di a., &0.
The results, as will be seen, are tabulated and the op ratiollB, if such a imple pro s a hifting a line can be
II d an operation , are quivalent to the performance
aritbmetically of .liamcter 2 x .7 54, the fact availed of
being that areas of circle are proportionate to the quares
()f their diameters.
Nor is the constrndion of the e lines limited to a
eomparison or ratio of quares, cubes, or slmple proportion;
.and here i where the future of the lide Rule is of
va t importance to the engineer; the e lines may be gradu.ated by taking a fractional index to the log, thus giving
re ult hyperbolically proportional as are the ordinates in
the mdicator diagram. Moreover the line used may be
graduated, a i that u ed ill the Exci e Department, fo r
getting the content of casks, quite empirically and by
practical experiment.
It i thi, practical experiment has again anu again
<lemonstrated that simp.ie arithmetical formulill are but
wide approximations, and with more accurate methods of
()btaining data- with more extended and economic engineering method there mu t be more accurate formulae.
But this again involve operations so complex that accuracy becomes, if not impracticable, certainly 0 inconvenient that the-engineer must often sacrifice accuracy for
convenience. Hence, in all branches of engineering, the
anomaly is common to a greater or]e extent- the practical m~n with his empirical, handy rule; the theoreti('al
lin a,
lin e , D.

·7854.
1·

S'14 !trail..
"}. " di a .

4'91 BreIt.
2 ·5 dia..
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man wit.u. hi laboriou, elaborate formula .
But this
anomaly must disappear befor the advance of instrumental cal ulatlon, for there is not a for mula so complicated
that a slide rulo ma not be designed to admit of a s01~
tion by any practical man of ordinarv llitellig nc , in a
few econd;!.
howing the result of some of the arliest areful
experimental enquirie, and the, possibilit ies with the
lide Rule in thi re pe t, there is the di ov ry of Mr .
Eaton odgkin on, who found that solid columns of castiron. as regards stability, when both nd are rounded, are
in the proportion of 140 9 ~ : ..; where D = diameter in inoh es,
and L = I ngth in feet; a proportion which plaoes the solution beyond the range of ordinary ari tbm etic, but a. • lide B u le
could be designed with a graduation in the ratio of

~:'~'M so

that

any co-efficient could be nsed instead of the 14'9 , and result.s
obtained instantly, with diameters, lengths..or loads tabulated
a required.

It will be readily understood that there are many
difficultie in the way of the successful u e of the lide
R ule, the first and grente t of the e being the reading
of value thereon, for ince each of the division from
1 to ,2 to 3, etc. (Fig. 2), are equal to say, unit , ~t
follow from what ha been aid that the e space also
represent the difference of the
garithms, which get
Ie s a the value increase and equal units are consequently
' not repre en ted by equal pace thus, referring to Fig.
2 again, it will be een that the pace from 1 to 2 on the
line
i equal to the pace, or um of spaces, from
to 10, the former including one unit, the latter five.
gain, the ordinary smail lide Rule cannot be used
where the que tion require a nearer approximation than
1j1000th, and ince accuracy become a question of greater
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length in th instrum nt of the typical line, inv ntor
h ave sought m ans whereb this may be obtained in compact space; with t he result that we hav Fuller's piral
lide R ul , qual to 0. lide R ul 84 feet long, t hough
contain d in a box 4 in ,he quare by 1 in' hes long ,
and it is laimed that an appro ~· i m ation of l /lO,OOOth may
asily be obtained, or answer may be read to six figures.
The result is obtained in this w y , If, as is indi ated
in a serie of tables given on the instrument, a piece
of wrought iron plate H t. x Ht . x l in . w ighs 40lbs. , to
obtain the weight of a plate 6.5ft. x 3.2 ft . x fin. the
operation may be obtained in a few sec nds in this way
- a pointer is set to 1 and another to 6.5, the barrel, on
which i the line of numbers, is mo,ed round so that
3.25 i under the first pointer, then under the second
pointer is ~1. 1 25 quare feet- the area; again, the fir t
pointer i brought to 1, the second to 21. 125, the barr I
i turn d to bring 40 x i equals 30, under thc fir t
pointer, the answer being at once indicated under the
second pointer, 6 .75Ib ., the same as would be obtained
by the proce of arithmetic in a very much longer time.
he piral R ules are now being g nerally u ed for
ordinary engineering and business calculation , though
the ordinary rule, less approximate, is still more convenient in smaller calculations, and hould be thoroughly
under tood before it i attempted to u e the Spiral , or,
in fact, any de cription of calculator.
The contention that the Slide Uule is not accurate
enough has thus been met by inventiveness, and to maintain compactne it is only nece ary to have specially
de i'gned lide rules, which from their special con truction
give the desired compactne with the necessary degree
of accuracy; such an one is Hudson's Horse-power omputer, involving the formula well-known to the engineer
I

PLAN

aauoo =

H . P.

Tbe leogtb

of tbi8 ioslruru~ot

is

41 "
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and is made of cardboard or ivory, yet almost as quickly
as the data can be stated, the operator may work out thesolution- thus, if · dia. equals 20in., mean pressure 50
rev. 100, stroke 21 inches, the result 166.5 H.P. may be
obtained by bringing these values into the positions indicated by shifting the slides. Moreover, as showing the
utility of these rules in machine design it iR only neces166'5 H.P.

t SLlVb
100 rev.
21 inches stroke
50 Ibs .
SLIDE
~o iuche,.. dill.
sary, in this particular class of work, to set the arrow .
to the H.P., and any of the particulars indicated below will
give an engine of the fixed H.P., thus any particular requirements of stroke, cliam., revolution, etc., may be
tested, and the most suitable taken, a very small space
This rule may be
of time being taken in experiment.
used to also obtain the ratio of compound cylinders, or
design them of a certain ratio. 'l'he Engineer (more especially the Marine Engineer) will readily perceive thewonderful utility of this instrument. Hut, mOTe wonderful, is the Planimeter, an instrument, perhaps, unequalled in the whole range of ingenuity, giving, as it does
the area of any regular or irregular figure by a measurement of its boundary, as it may easily be seen, a mathematical impossihility. The latest form of this is the Diagram Averager, which, by tracing round the boundary of
the diagram with one of its points, gives at once the mean
ordinate or mean pressure in the cylinder.
Other calculators of special construction include onefor the strength or design of shafts and girders- for obtaining the flow of water in pipes, and one for the mean
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statical thickness of walls before-mentioned, and which
well illustrates the extent to which the de~ign of special
slide rules may be carried, and with what advantage_ On
a reference to the formula it will be seen that the solution
of x involves considerable arithmetical work; yet with
an unerring something (one may be pardoned foy calling
it an instinct), this rule gives us the tabulated results
of which one alone would be a tax on one' s patience
to produce arithmetically. 1'he illustration is that of a
r etaining wall required to maintain a bank, the soil whereof forms a natural slope of I~ to 1, and weighs 701bs. per
cubic foot, the brickwork of the wall weighs 1301bs. per
cubie foot, and from this data, the thickness (mean sta-.
tical) is obtained for any height, thus~for 6ft. high,
the thickness is 1.36ft.; for 20ft., 4.525ft., and so on;
and these results may be manipulated so that the thickness
is easily obtainable if the wall is to be battered, buttressed, diminished or arranged in any other way.
l Ito I! slope
SLID~;
----~

-r

-~---

70

ilJ~.

W. of soil

6 ft. bi!!"h.

----~-----~-----------

130 lbs. W. of Wall.
- -- - - ---.~

1'36 it. thick

SLIDE.

~-

Another rule described before the English Institute
of Civil Engineers gives the smelting charges, with the
necessary proportions of fluxing materials, for any d€scription of slag, totally superseding all other methods of
the calculation of furnace charges.
Coming now to the general calculations of great
magnitude, and where the system of Logarithms has been
employed, we have the Arithometer, an instrument, or
to speak more correctly, a machine capable of perform-
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ing operatinns of multiplication and division involving
many figures , mechanically, unerringly , and rapIdly as
the turning of a small handle can be accomplished ; and
although one meets few who not having seen will beli~vc
there are hundreds now in use making continually the
heavy cal ulation of the Actuary, Engineer, and Astronomer, and that kindly lent by the Colonial ugar Co.
for illustrating this paper, bears very evident marks of
the use that can be made of these instrument in the
Chemists' Laboratory. 'rhough one of two , and though
only in use about three years, some of the metal parts
are worn out, and the handle has cut into the metal
('use con iclerably. And while speaking of the ugar Co.,
it is worthy of remark that the Laboratory, one of the
chief sources of the Company's uccess, is replete with
calculations, both Mr . "Walton and Mr . teel being, as
most men who have realized the value of the lide Rule,
are, enthusiastic ; hence it has become there a commercial
principle, and it would be afe to say that arithmetic,
though certainly not a 10 t art, is an unpractised art.
The latest Calculator in the order of review is the
Comptometer, of American origin , and though he cault]
not speak from personal experience, many wonderful
things are claimed for it, as without the handle turning
of the Arithometer, rapid result are obtained, the method being to press keys of the typewriter form. Doth
these instruments are operated mechanically, the contruction b . Jlng omewhut imilar to that of the printer's
numbering machine- the action that of a series of
wheel arrying the symbol, each single motion of ach
being an increment of 1 which may be one ten , one hundred, etc., according to which wheel is moved.
The
practical ra ult being that values can be manipulated,
giving results in addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division, involving 20 figures; in fact , there is no
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limit of exten t, and no result need requ ire more than a
to obt ain .
It is contended that the use of th ese Calculators
tak s away fr om t he arithmetical capabilities of the user,
but with the Arithometer this cannot be t r ue, since the
operator is simp ly doing the work a if it were arranged
t o be worked out by the old method , and with reference
t o the Slide R ule, it can only be true where th e underlying principle of construction is lacking ; in reality, it
is one of the best assistant the young engineer can have ,
and , if proper ly understood, is a wond erful exponent of
our decimal y tem of numeration. T hus , its use in devising formulre may be shown in the case of levers ; in.stead of burdening the memory, the first principle i investigated by considering a single en e of the first order
of lever, and it is found that the least of the parts is ~
to -W, least of forces P , lea t of motions that of W , and
thim with the knowledge of constrnction, and that the
least values are k ept on the same line, one gets instantly
and without any equating the whole of the formulre,
thus :Line A. F to W. P. Motion of W.
Line B . F. to P. W . Motion of P.
few second

And even jf one has not the Slide R ule to do the wo rk with ,
t he arithmetical methods are all indicated at a glance, showing
thatF to W _ P X F to P . _ Mot ion of W X F to P.
W
MotIOn of P.
,
)j'to W x W
..
-and P =
F to B.
.&c., all by IDspectlOn ; and to show the
pplication of the rule, assume F to W = 28", F to P 3" P =640
Ibs., t he lever being of the third order-=-a safety valve lever,
lobe r esult is 68'0 Ibs. W, obtained thus :L ine A. 28=F to W
640= P Motion of W 1'0".
L ine B. . 3= F to P find 6 'o=W Motion of P '14".
Again, to take the case of Boiler Construction, tho formula
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for Stayed Plates of less t han is t hick is expr essed
1/

C xT'

--p-. - -

working p rel'sure in Ibs. per squa.re inch. Wh ere 0 =90, T =
thick ness of plate in 16ths., and P = pitch of stuys. Insta.ntly
t he formu la can be arr anged to g ive any of the sever ll.l l'esults
wit h tl ufficient data. given , t hus :s: CODstant,
Work ing pressnre,

D T.

P.

'rh us, if t he pl ate be i"; pitch 8", the working pressure is obtained hy arranging t.he values t hus :g
90
50'5 Ibs. answer.
701 hs ,
D
6
8"
6'8" pi tch .
a nd at a gl ance i t can be seen that if the working pressu re be
increased to 70 Ibs., t he pitch must be 6'8".

Moreover, its value in exper imental wor k i great,
and amply repays the trouble of learning its u e, but it
would be quite impos ible to illu trate one-half of the
uses of tlw ordinary lide R ule where reason rather than
memory must play the chief part ,
F rom all of which it will be seen that the cience of
I nstrumental Calculation is adV'ancing rapidly, and bids
fair to playa most important part in the education of the
engineer ,and to assist in the more scientific practice of
the profe sion, and he thought the time had come for the
question to be answered by Engineering Associations and
kindred interests, '\ hould the use of these aids be given
general encouragement:''' and it is not asking, under
the circumstances, too much , that older members of the
a socia ted profes ions throw aside all bias, and but lend
encouragement to younger members in the study of this
worthy subject. H e knew that too much is made of the
statement, that unyone can use it, for, like all good
things , the u e of the Slide I I ule cannot be accomplished
without much natient study and continual practice for a
time.
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The first of these interests to a nswer the que tion ill
E nglish-speaking countries is the City and Guilds I nstitute of L ondon , g iving in the E ngineering Section of
their E xaminations, extra marks fo r every . question
worked out by the Slide H ule, and in ibley College ,
Cornell University, every student is obl iged to provido
himself with one for laboratory use .
I n clo ing, thanks are again d ue to the Colonial
Sugar Co ., for the Arithometer; to the Australian Mutual
P rovident ociety, through D. Carmont, Esq. , Actuary
fo r the Comptometer ; and to J. F itzmaur ice, Esq., your
Secretary, for Electrical Calculators used to practically
illustrate this paper, and in apology for the lack of practical demonstration, he coul!l only say that it is wellnigh impossible to maintain intere t in working solutions,
the question innriably following each i " H ow did you
do that?" a question not p.a ily answered, unless to those
having a thorough grasp of the instrument used, so he
had endeavoured to describe the nature and construction
of these instruments, an .. to explain their utility to the
modern engineer.
I

